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ICB corporate, legal and governance is managed by the Board of Directors

- Matthew Addison (Executive Director)
- John Birse
- Amanda Linton
- Garry Carter (Chair of ICB Global)
- James Carter (Director ICB Global)

ICB Executive and Team manages and operates ICB

- Matthew Addison (Executive Director)
- Rick Van Dyk (General Manager)
- Chris McComb (Technical, Resource and Support Manager)
- Jan Tacey (Member Services)
- Toni Ortika (Member Services)
- Carmel Wright (Events, Network Meetings)
- Jo Voight (Support, Resources, Accounts, Newsletter)
- Pauline Walton (Support, Resources)
- Deborah Thomson (Resources)
- Rochelle Park (Education)
- Thamer Al-Merry (Website)
- Simone Hall (Executive Assistant)
- Helen Harrison (Production, Newsletter)
- Emily Wood (Assistant)

ICB Advisory Board is consulted to inform and assist the ICB team

Andrew Prescott, Debra Anderson, Gillian Rossouw, Kirsteen Charge, Leanne Berry, Rick Freitag, Sue Tayler, Vija Platacis, Felicity Matthews.

ICB information and communication is developed through the 60+ network meetings which enable feedback via the regular network meeting reports (and informal dialogue) provided by meeting facilitators

ICB members have open access to the ICB Directors and Team at any time. Members are encouraged to discuss and raise matters at any time.

ICB Australia is part of the ICB Global network. ICB Global provides ICB Australia with;

- Rights to the name “The Institute of Certified Bookkeepers"
- Website hosting and infrastructure
- CRM: system, maintenance and development
- International resources and direction

Members will be asked to endorse the continuation of the Management and Framework as presented herein